Reading
Mon
22nd

Tue
23rd

The Apple
• Read the text.
• Highlight any unknown
words and discuss
meanings.
• Use your knowledge of
the text to answer the
questions.
We’re Going to See the Rabbit
(poem)
Read the text, highlight and
discuss any unknown words
then answer the
comprehension questions.

Writing
Writing for a purpose:

1. Calculations of the Day

Monday: write a newspaper report of
the events in The Sultan and the
Doctor
(SPAG –subordinate clauses)

2. Maths lesson

Tuesday: a Spring haiku
(SPAG –prepositions)

How to find the product
of proper fractions

Wednesday: a Spring shape poem
Thursday: a Spring acrostic poem
(SPAG –dashes)

Remember to look at the
number of marks available for
each question.

Wed

Reading journal activity.

24th

Read for 30 minutes them
complete two or three activities
linked to the book (activity
sheet below).

Thur

Problems with Hurricanes
(poem)

25th

Read through the text carefully.
Highlight and discuss any words
you are unsure of before
answering the comprehension
questions.

Fri

Book Review

26th

Last week, we discussed which
story from Arabian Nights we
preferred and the reasons why.
We used a variety of language
to show our thoughts and
feelings.
Use the language and
vocabulary we used alongside
your own opinions and ideas to
create a book review. You can
choose any book you like (there
is a template below but feel
free to design your own with
similar sections).

Maths

Personal diary entry – what’s
happened this week at home, in the
local area, in UK news, or in the
world.
You could spend some time
researching local and world news
(Newsround has daily videos) then use
your research to write a detailed diary
entry.
Don’t forget to include your own
news and what’s been happening in
your life this week!

This week, we are
learning:

Remember – not all book
reviews are positive.

Monday
Reading
“Grab the rod-leveller! It’s going to blow if we don’t level out the power!”
Frankie looked around her. Her science lab was in disarray. Half-filled beakers were scattered all over the place;
some had smashed on the floor, leaving bubbling scars on the tiles. She lifted a pile of yellow paper and grabbed a
corkscrewed piece of metal that had been hidden underneath.
“Here it is,” she shouted to the hunched lab-coat at the top of an enormous ladder.
A hand appeared at the end of one of the coat’s arms, and she threw the metal rod up for it to catch. The rod
disappeared, along with the hand, into the complicated machinery that hung from the ceiling.
Professor Muldoon was a genius. Frankie knew it and reminded herself of it every night when she went around
the lab, picking up the mess that the professor had left lying around. There weren’t many female scientists in the
town, and Frankie considered herself lucky to have found a mentor as brilliant as Henrietta Muldoon. She just
wished she was as clever at remembering to put things away.
Somewhere in the mechanism, something thumped heavily against something else, followed by the professor
shouting out in pain. “Nearly there,” she cried down to Frankie. “Spin the second hand on the clock backwards
seventeen times exactly. Not a second more or less.”
“Yes, professor,” Frankie said. She rolled her eyes and picked up the old, brass pocketwatch. Several wires poked
out of the top and trailed up to the metal box that hung several feet above her head. The box itself was suspended
on several steel cables. Each one sparked with electricity, and the box had started to vibrate with power. Frankie’s
hair was standing on end, like a cat next to a balloon. There were mechanisms everywhere in the lab, but this one
was different. It was special.
Carefully, she wound the second hand backwards. Once she was sure she’d done it exactly seventeen times, she
shouted up to the professor. The professor pulled her head out of the tangle of wires and slid down the ladder.
Her own hair was cut short, but it still stuck out at odd angles in the electric storm that was building. She grabbed
something from one of the desks and placed it into the metal box. It was a shiny red apple.
“We’re not quite ready to try it with a living thing yet, are we?” the professor explained. “Is the receiver ready?”
Frankie nodded and raced through to the room next door. A similar setup hung from the rafters; an empty metal
box, the twin of the one in the lab, was beginning to glow. She raced back into the main room and smiled. “It’s
ready.”
“Here we go,” Professor Muldoon said, and flipped a large switch on the wall.
A blinding ball of white light erupted from the box. The air tasted of metal. When Frankie opened her eyes, the
apple had disappeared. She glanced at her colleague, and they raced through to the other room, just as another
flash of light dimmed.
Inside the second metal box, there was a red apple, almost identical to the one they’d just seen disappear. This
one, however, had a bite taken out of it.

Writing
SPAG
A clause is part of a sentence with a verb in it.
A main clause makes sense on its own. Two main clauses can be joined together by coordinating conjunctions
– so, or, but, and.
A subordinate clause is not a complete sentence and doesn’t make sense on its own. It includes a subordinate
conjunction (because, as, so, if, although, despite, unless, when…). A subordinate clause can appear before,
inside or after a main clause.
You can see bats flying when the evening begins to get dark.
Which part is the main clause?
Which part is the subordinate clause?
Can you spot the subordinating conjunction?

Writing
Read the key points of The Doctor and the Sultan:
• Yunan the sultan followed the doctors orders and was cured.
• Yunan announced celebrations because of how happy he was. He couldn’t be parted from his new
friend, the doctor.
• Yunan’s vizier (a suspicious man) was very jealous as he was chief advisor to the sultan.
• The vizier took Yunan to one side and told him he was very unsure of the doctor and said they didn’t
know where he had came from or what he would do next. He even suggested killing the doctor before
he killed the sultan.
• After a while, Yunan the sultan took the vizier’s thoughts on board and ordered his guards to cut off
the doctor’s head.
• The doctor pleaded his innocence and told the sultan he had to give him a very important book before
he was killed. He said the book would allow the sultan to keep his knowledge after he was killed.
• The sultan got the book and flicked through it. He had to lick his finger to turn the pages as they were
stuck together.
• Suddenly, the sultan gave a strange cry and fell to the floor.
• The pages of the book had been painted with poison, which had killed the sultan.
• The vizier leapt into action and ordered the guards to seize the doctor. However, the doctor was
nowhere to be seen.
Your task
Write a newspaper report of the events of The Doctor and the Sultan. Report on the sudden and shocking
death of Yunan the Magnificent.
Think carefully about how newspaper reports are set out and include:
Headline
Introduction (think about who, what, where, why, when)
Key details of events which took place
Quotes from witnesses – direct and reported speech
Summary to finish
Success criteria:
Inverted commas with direct speech quotes (reported speech doesn’t need inverted commas)
Adverbials
Maths
Calculations of the Day
1. What is 125 x 5? What about 125 x 10? 125 x 20? How did you work them out?
2. Find the product of the following numbers: 168 and 19
3. 235 and 24
4. 198 and 12
Product of proper fractions

To find the product (multiply) of fractions, we multiply the numerators then multiply the denominators. See
example below:

Complete the questions below. You can find the answers using the ‘folding paper’ method or the method
shown above.

Tuesday
Reading
We’re Going to See the Rabbit by Alan Bro it by Alan Brownjohn
We are going to see the rabbit.
We are going to see the rabbit.
Which rabbit, people say?
Which rabbit, ask the children?
Which rabbit?
The only rabbit,
The only rabbit in England,
Sitting behind a barbed-wire fence
Under the floodlights, neon lights,
Sodium lights,
Nibbling grass
On the only patch of grass
In England, in England
(except the grass by the hoardings
Which doesn’t count).
We are going to see the rabbit
And we must be there on time.
First we shall go by escalator,
Then we shall go by underground,
Then we shall go by motorway,
And then by helicopterway,
And the last 10 yards we shall have to go
On foot.
And now we are going
All the way to see the rabbit,
We are nearly there, We are longing to see it,
And so is the crowd
Which is here in thousands
With mounted policemen
And big loudspeakers
And bands and banners,
And everyone has come a long way.
But soon we shall see it
Sitting and nibbling
The blades of grass
In – but something has gone wrong!
Why is everyone so angry,
Why is everyone jostling
And slanging and complaining?
The rabbit has gone,
Yes, the rabbit has gone.
He has actually burrowed down into the earth
And made himself a warren,
Under the earth,
Despite all these people,
And what shall we do?
What can we do?
It is all a pity, you must be disappointed,

Go home and do something for today,
Go home again, go home for today.
For you cannot hear the rabbit, under the earth,
Remarking rather sadly to himself, by himself,
As he rests in his warren, under the earth
‘It won’t be long, they are bound to come,
They are bound to come and find me, even here.

Writing
SPAG
A preposition is a word that often gives information about time or place.
Prepositions of time: after, at, before, by, for, to, until
Prepositions of place: at, above, by, between, beside, from, into, onto, next to, to, through
Other common prepositions: of, for, off

Writing
Sunday 21st February was World Poetry Day so we are celebrating in school this week. We are going to create a
range of poems based on the season of Spring. You will then be able to choose your favourite poem to give to
Mrs Kirkby so she can share and display some sensational work.
Today we are looking at haiku poems.
A haiku is a traditional Japanese poem. It is three lines long and only has 17 syllables. (Line 1 = 5 syllables, line 2
= 7 syllables and line 3 5 syllables).
This is a common format for writing haikus: The subject enters the poem in line 1; in line two the subject does
something or is described; and in line 3 the subject exits the poem. (Think in-do-out). Look at the example
below:

Spring brings daffodils,
Bright yellow, swaying, flowers,

Blossoms that dance by.
Before you write your own Spring haiku, collect lots of ideas, words and imagery (you’ll be able to use these
ideas throughout the week). Think about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colours of Spring - yellow
What you can see during the season - daffodils
What you can smell – freshly cut grass
What you can taste – a new beginning
What you can touch – soft petals
What you can hear – the bleat of baby lambs

You may wish to draft a few ideas to build your haiku – being especially careful with syllables. Once complete,
decorate appropriately.
Maths
Calculations of the Day
1. What is the sum of 1/9 and 3/7?
2. ______ = 234 x 100
3. _______ = 871.9 + 1,075
4.

Finding the product of proper fractions
Recap teaching points from yesterday. Remind yourself of the two methods we can use to find the product of
fractions.
Answer the questions below. Use whichever method you feel most confident with. Simplify your answer, if
you can.

Wednesday
Reading

Writing
Sunday 21st February was World Poetry Day so we are celebrating in school this week. We are going to create a
range of poems based on the season of Spring. You will then be able to choose your favourite poem to give to
Mrs Kirkby so she can share and display some sensational work.
Yesterday we looked at haikus. Today we are going to be creating a shape poem.
A shape poem is basically a poem in the shape of an image which links with the theme – ours is Spring. Think
daffodils, lambs, fields, even Easter themed images. Look at the example below:

Before you write your shape poem, collect lots of ideas, words and imagery (you’ll be able to steal some from
yesterday’s work) Think about:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Colours of Spring - yellow
What you can see during the season - daffodils
What you can smell – freshly cut grass
What you can taste – a new beginning
What you can touch – soft petals
What you can hear – the bleat of baby lambs

You will probably want to write your poem out normally first then put the words into your chosen shape.
Maths
Calculations of the Day
1. 1,276 + 3,897 =
2. _______ = 7,632 – 2,875
3. 12.67 + 243.89 =
4. 567.24 – 23.51 =
Finding the product of proper fractions
Today, we are applying our knowledge of finding the product of proper fractions to word problems. In each
problem, you will need to find the product of fractions (multiply) BUT you might also have to complete a
second step so make sure you read each problem carefully so you know what you need to do.

Look at the example word problem below. If you can, talk through it step by step with an adult. There are two
methods – which one would you feel most confident using?

Solve the word problems below. Apply the methods from the example above.
1.

Mrs Smith had a plot of land. She planted flowering plants on ¾ of the land. 2/3 of the flowering plants
were sunflowers. What fractions of the land was planted with sunflowers?
2. Matt spent 7/9 of his time in the morning studying French and English. He spent 4/7 of this time
studying French. What fraction of the total time did he spend studying English?
3. Ruby has a piece of string 5/6m in length. She cuts 3/5 of it to tie some papers together. What is the
length of the string left?
4. A farmer sold 7/12 of his animals. Of his remaining animals, 3/5 were chickens and the rest were ducks.
What fraction of all the animals were unsold ducks?

Thursday
Reading

Writing
SPAG

Writing
Sunday 21st February was World Poetry Day so we are celebrating in school this week. We are going to create a
range of poems based on the season of Spring. You will then be able to choose your favourite poem to give to
Mrs Kirkby so she can share and display some sensational work.
We have looked at haikus and shape poems so far. Today we are going to be creating an acrostic poem.
An acrostic poem is where you use the letters of a word to write separate lines, e.g.

You will have lots of ideas which you have collected throughout the week to use to create your poem. You
may then want to write your poem out then create a design similar to the examples below for your final piece.

Maths
Calculations of the Day
1. 5,098 – 4,874 =
2. 709.3 + 12.89 =
3. _______ = 652.98 – 13.6
4. 156 x 10 =
Finding the product of proper fractions
Recap the methods used to find the product of proper fractions. Can you write some example questions and
show how to work out the answer?
Yesterday, we looked at applying this knowledge to solving word problems. Look over the example from
yesterday then answer the word problems below.
1.

Michael ate 1/6 of a cake. He gave 1/5 of the remainder to his friend. He kept the rest of the cake. What
fraction of the cake did he keep?
2. Mrs Lim used 1/3 of a pack to make some biscuits. Then she used 5/8 of the remaining butter to make
some tarts. What fraction of the butter was left?
3. Lisa spent 2/5 of her money on a jacket. She then spent 4/9 of her remaining money on a pair of shoes.
What fraction of her money was left?

Friday
Reading

Maths
Calculations of the Day
1. 327.61 + 13.816 =
2. _______ = 39,082 – 341
3. 703 x 52 =
4. 5,812 ÷ 7 =
Finding the product of proper fractions
Solve the word problems below:
1. Susie finished a job in ¾ hours. Megan finished it in 4/5 of the time Susie took. How long did Megan
take to finish the job?
2. Ben had a bottle containing 7/8 litres of milk. He poured 4/5 of it into a bowl. What volume of milk did
he pour into the bowl?
3. Anna ran 3/4km in a race. Jess ran 2/9 of the distance that Anna had run. What was the distance that
Jess ran?
4. Meena bought some pieces of fruit. 4/5 of her pieces of fruit were apples. 1.2 of the apples she bought
were red. What fraction of the pieces of fruit were red apples?

Other activities
Week commencing: 22. 03.21

Year group: 6

Teacher: MH and CC

Religious Education
Teaching points

Recognise how loss and death can bring about changes for people
Part 1
In John’s Gospel, this story – the raising of Lazarus - is set just before Jesus goes to Jerusalem, a journey that results
in his death and resurrection. Mary, her sister Martha and their brother Lazarus who lived in Bethany, were good
friends of Jesus. They knew they could rely on Jesus’ love and friendship. This is quite a long reading. Take some
time to read it over and picture what happened.

Answer the key questions below and complete the task.

Part 2
Good Friday is an important day for Christians. In some towns, there is a walk of witness, where Christians from
many different churches walk together and hold a public prayer to remember the crucifixion and death of Jesus.
The parish family gathers at 3 o’clock to celebrate Good Friday Liturgy on this the second day of the Triduum (the
three days leading up to Easter Sunday, that is Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, and Holy Saturday). There is always
the reading of the Passion of Our Lord from John’s Gospel.
Read the scripture below from John’s Gospel. Then answer the key questions and complete the task.

Activities
Part 1
KEY QUESTIONS
1.Why do you think that Martha and Mary sent for Jesus when Lazarus was ill?
2.How do you think they felt when he chose not to come immediately?
3.What did Jesus mean when he said; “Our friend Lazarus has fallen asleep, but I am going there to awaken him?”
4.What is meant by the word ‘Resurrection’?
5.What did Jesus mean when he said; “everyone who lives and believes in me will never die.”
6.What effect do think these events had on those who witnessed them?

Task:
Having spent some time with the reading, look at the image below. What are the different characters thinking or
saying?

Part 2
KEY QUESTIONS
1.Why do you think this day is called ‘good’?
2.How did you feel as the Gospel was read?
3.How do you think that the women at the foot of the Cross felt?
4.What act showed how caring Jesus was in spite of his suffering?
Task:
Write a report of the death of Jesus for the Jerusalem Times (template below). Include interviews with eye
witnesses, which describe the beliefs and ideas they had about the event, their feelings and experiences.

Resources
All resources above.

Science
Teaching points
Question – Can you use your knowledge of how animals who live in extreme conditions are specifically adapted
to live and survive there to create your own planet?
Recap last week’s science lesson.
Inheritance - These are characteristics that offspring inherit from their parents.
Adaptation - These are characteristics that are influenced by the environment the living thing lives in.
A habitat refers to a specific area or place in which animals and plants can live.
An environment contains many habitats and includes areas where there are both living and non-living things.
So a bird may live in the woods, its habitat, but its environment could include a stream and a mountain, which are
habitats in their own right. What different types of habitats are there?

Adaptation
When you see a fish swimming in its habitat, it is noticeable that it is suited to it. So it’s easy to think that the fish
has adapted (changed) – to suit its habitat or environment. But this is incorrect! No living thing changes
deliberately to adapt to an environment.
Think about it - if you wanted to change and live in the sea would you be able to choose to grow fins? If you were
in the water long enough would you start to develop gills? The answer for both is no!
Even though it may seem hard to believe, this fish has developed all of these features accidently, not intentionally
or deliberately.
The adaptations, each of which have occurred over time (which is called evolution) make it easier for the fish to
live in water and survive. We only see the fish as it is now and not the other fish who started off similar to it but
whose adaptations made it harder, rather than easier, to live in the water. These fish have become extinct as a
result. The successful adaptations allowed the fish to survive in the water better. Hence the fact that this fish is
still alive now.
Adaptation is not a part of a living thing, it is a process. The parts, such as gills, are called the ‘adaptive traits’.
Activities

Design a new planet and describe the environmental features of the planet.
Think about:
What are the environmental features of your planet?
What types of animals can live there?
What types of plants can live there?
How have they adapted to their surroundings? What are their adaptive traits? Think back to last week’s science
lesson for ideas – fur colour, claws, broad leaves, size of tongue, etc.
Resources

History/Geography/Art
Teaching points
As historians we ask:
Why was the Islamic Civilization around AD900 known as the ‘Golden Age’?
Today’s question: What can you discover about the art and culture of the ‘Golden Age’?
Here are some examples of art work we associate with the Golden Age. Note the symmetry and pattern in these
examples.

Activities
Look carefully at the examples of Islamic art above. Talk to someone at home about them and then design your own.
Before finalising your design think about the following points.
■ Symmetry – almost all examples have symmetry.
■ Geometry – all have a powerful link to geometry through shape and proportion.
■ Starting point – all start at the centre and create shapes from that point.
■ Repeating patterns – the repetitiveness of the patterns is a key feature.
■ Colour - look at the combinations or the restriction of the colour.

Resources
Paper
Art materials, e.g. pencils, colouring pens, etc.

SPELLING
Week commencing: 22.03.21

Year group: 6

Teacher: MH and CC

Spelling rule this week: Words ending in -ible and -able

Monday
Teaching
No spelling session – Collective Worship.
Activity

Spelling rule this week: Words ending in -ible and -able

Tuesday
Teaching
Watch the video below which introduces this week’s spelling rule – Words ending in -ible and -able
https://youtu.be/893ACYB12hc
Most words ending in -able have an obvious root word.
comfort + able = comfortable
However, most words ending – ible don’t have an obvious root word.
vis + ible = visible

Activity
Read the words aloud below. Describe which are adjectives and which are adverbs.
reliable reliability

terrible terribly

understandable understandably

comfortable comfortably

responsible responsibly

Complete each sentence using the correct word from above.
The cat tired to get ________ on the beanbag.
A pale moon was just ________ behind the clouds.
My new alarm clock is very ________.

Spelling rule this week: Words ending in -ible and -able

Wednesday
Teaching
Recap spelling rule for this week – Words ending in -ible and -able
Complete activities below:
Dots and dashes
Word changers

Activity

visible visibly

possible possibly

Spelling rule this week: Words ending in -ible and -able

Thursday
Teaching
Recap this week’s spelling rule – Words ending in -ible and -able
Complete sentences below by choosing the right word.
Use the word cards to practise this week’s spelling rule – order words from easiest to trickiest then practise. You
could ask someone at home to give you words to spell, you could write down each word or test yourself in other
ways.

Activity

Spelling rule this week: Words ending in -ible and -able

Friday
Teaching

Today, our special focus is common mistakes.
Some words are often confused, particuarly when they sound similar.
whose who’s

its it’s

your you’re

theirs there

Remember, an apostrophe can show that some letters are missing.

Activity
Write the full meaning of these words. The first one has been done for you.
who’s
it’s

who is or who has
or

you’re
there’s

or

Complete each sentence using the correct word from above.
That’s the man ______ dog stole my sandwich.
I wonder ______ knowing at the door.
I’ll come outside if _______ really snowing.
This ball has lost _____ bounce.
I think I’ve opened ______ present by mistake.
Are you sure that ______ feeling better now?
We’re both a bit hungry, but unfortunately _________ only one banana left in the bowl.
All that rubbish is ________.

